
NEVESOMA  
https://de-de.facebook.com/nevesoma/?ref=page_internal 
 
The music of Nevesoma (meaning weightless in Russian) is a flight and fleeting mood, 
romantic dreams and prayer for a miracle. Beauty will save the world. The beauty is a diamond 
shining in the depths of a human soul.  
 
Elena has been writing music since childhood, minimal neoclassical compositions on the 
piano to her own poems. A bird singing in the sky, thoughts like clouds and hands like 
branches of a tree.  
 
Elena sings about her understanding of happiness, about beauty, love, dreams and would 
like her music to help people find peace and joy inside. Fantasy and reality merge in a song 
into one whole. Dreaming is not harmful, dreams come true. Let everyone give freedom to 
their dreams. The freedom of imagination, creating their own thoughts and ideas and then 
playing with them.  
 
Starting to dream  
of freedom  
Quiet life  
Good weather 
 
I continue to dream  
about peace  
Life without fighting  
That people love 
 
I dream of humane 
Beautiful people  
Bright intentions  
Inspiring weekdays  
Simplicity of being  
Ease of step  
Serenity of spirit  
And life for good  
 
I'm a singing tree. I'm a little seaweed. I'm a jet bird. I flow like a river.  
 
Images come from the inside feeling of merging with nature, people and life, inner inspiration 
and joy.  
 
Elena records music in audio programs and makes her own arrangements from different 
instruments. First music releases have recently appeared on iTunes and Spotify.   
 
 
 



EBOMAN  
https://www.facebook.com/people/Eboman/100063590917580/ 
 
Eboman is the alter ego of Jeroen Hofs (Netherlands). He specializes in visual music and 
video sampling/collage. His music and visuals are synchronised and made of each other in 
his art. Together with the team of EboStudio he develops an audio-visual instrument called 
EboSuite that is used for his productions and performances.  
 
Live manipulation of images and sounds, often live recorded, plays an important role in his 
work. 


